Art Basel

Galleries
Art Basel’s core sector, with 203 of the world’s leading Modern and contemporary art galleries showing 20th- and 21st-century works.

Nova
25 galleries present works created within the past three years by one, two, or three of their artists. This sector often features never-before pieces fresh from the artist’s studio and strongly curatorial juxtapositions. Supported by MGM Resorts Art & Culture.

Positions
14 galleries spotlight a single artist with one exciting project, allowing visitors to discover ambitious new talents.

Edition
11 leading publishers of editioned works, prints, and multiples exhibit the results of their collaborations with renowned artists.

Survey
Featuring 16 precise art-historical projects, including presentations by an individual artist, juxtapositions, and thematic exhibits by artists representing a range of cultures, generations, and artistic approaches.

Kabinett
In a separately delineated space within selected booths of the Galleries and Edition sectors, 28 diverse curatorial concepts are presented, including thematic group exhibitions, art-historical showcases, and solo shows.

Meridians
Art Basel’s new exhibition platform showcasing 34 projects that transcend the classical fair booth, including large-scale sculptures, paintings, installations, video projections, and performances. Curated by Mexico City-based Magali Arriola.

Exhibitors List
John M Armleder Almine Rech M15
Frank Bowling Hauser & Wirth M22
Miguel Calderón Kurman M20
Jose Dávila Sean Kelly M34
Sam Francis Thomas M44
Tom Friedman Stephen Friedman, Luhring Augustine M16
Flavio Garciandia Mai 36 M11
Theaster Gates Richard Gray, Regen Projects, White Cube M28
General Idea Mai 36, Mitchell-Innes & Nash, Esther Schipper M9
Tina Givargis Ani Elg M27
Isaac Julien Victoria Miro, Nara Roesler, Jessica Silverman, in collaboration with Ron Mandos M23
Luciana Lamotte Ruth Benzacar; in collaboration with Alberto Fancell, Steve Turner M36
Artur Lescher OMR, Nara Roesler M5
Samuel Levit Jones Lelong M18
Candice Lin Ghebaly M29
Pepe Mar David Castillo M30
Allan McCollum Petzel M12
Ana Mendieta Alden Jacques, Lelong M21
Mario Merz Konrad Fischer M6
Richard Misrach Pace/MacGill, Marc Selwyn, in collaboration with Fraenkel M22
Portia Munson P.P.O.W M33
Manish Nai Kavi Gupta M10
Woo Dy Othello Farma, Jessica Silverman M32
Adam Pendleton Pace M20
Laure Prouvost Lissong M7
Alexis Smith Gerth Gruan M3
José Antonio Suárez Londoño Continua M30
Tercerunquinto Projectos Monoculo M15
Taryn Thornton Monari Morani M19
Barthélémy Toguo Lelong M26
Oscar Tuazon Chantal Crousel, Luhring Augustine, Eva Presenhuber M2
Claude Viallat Olivier & Bénédictre M17
Fred Wilson Pace M51
Wu Chi-Tung Sean Kelly M18

Art Basel/Year 49
This book presents more than 700 pages of images and texts about the galleries, cultural events, and people that came together to create our 2018 shows in Hong Kong, Basel, and Miami Beach, as well as Art Basel Cities: Buenos Aires. Available for sale at the Books & Bags desk in the West Lobby.

Art Basel Partners

Visiting Art Basel

Opening Hours
VIP Opening Wednesday, December 4, 11am to 8pm
11am to 4pm, access with First Choice VIP card
4pm to 8pm, access with First Choice or Preview VIP card

Vernissage
Thursday, December 5, 11am to 3pm
Access with First Choice and Preview VIP card, Premium+ Card, or Vernissage card

Public Days
Thursday, December 5, 3pm to 8pm
Friday, December 6, and Saturday, December 7, 12 noon to 8pm
Sunday, December 8, 12 noon to 6pm
Access with VIP card or purchased ticket

VIP and Information Desks
West Lobby, Level 1; East Lobby, Level 1 and 2

Show Management Desk
East Lobby, Level 2. +1 786.276.2901

Coat and Bag Check
East, West, and North Lobby

Wheelchairs and Scooters
Coat and Bag Check, East and West Lobby

First Aid
East Lobby; West Lobby, Level 2, or call 911

Internet Access
Free public wi-fi

Information
For the latest updates on Art Basel, visit artbasel.com. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and engage with our global community by using #artbasel and tagging @artbasel.

Art Basel Guided Tours
Tours of Art Basel are offered in English and Spanish by ArtNexus. For inquiries and reservations, please visit the Guided Tours desk in the West Lobby, or contact tours@artnexus.com, +1 305 891 7270 ext. 102, artnexus.com.